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The Drowning of Murdoch MacDonald  A Family History from Ranald Thurgood 
INTRODUCTION: This story is yet another kind of what we call Family History • that
is, a rare opportunity to overhear while people share stories they usually tell only to
family and close friends.  Ranald Thurgood: Murdoch MacDonald of Malquish
(Malkish, Malkush, Muilcuish), near Gabarus Lake, was born in Uist, Scotland, in
1848 and emigrated to Cape Bre? ton as a baby. He married Effie Ferguson and had
nine chil? dren • seven daughters, a son, and an infant who died at birth. According
to family records, Murdoch drowned on Sept. 7,1897. His fourteen-year-old
daughter, Kitty Ann, had died of TB on June 30,1897. Two more daughters died of
TB within the next couple of years. Their mother, Effie, died of illness soon after.
Another daughter, Kate, died of TB in 1919 at the age of forty-five. Murdoch's
youngest daughter and second youngest child, Dolena, was my grandmother. 
These five accounts of Murdoch MacDonald's drowning provide different
perspectives on the same event. The first two • from residents of Fourchu • focus
on the boat's own? er, John Severance, and both lead into stories of a second fishing
accident involving Severance. The other three come from members of Murdoch
MacDonald's family and  ''  emphasize the devastating effect of this series of trage?
dies on the MacDonald family.  Arthur Severance  Recorded July 24,1992, in Arthur
Severance's kitchen in Four? chu. Also present: Annie Shepherd, Art Severance's
niece from Toronto.  (Ranald Thurgood: Okay, you were going to tell me about when
my great-grandfather and your....) Art Severance: Now that was my--he was fishing
with my Uncle John. (This is Murdoch MacDonald. Okay?) Yeah. John Severance. And
there was another man with them, he was from Grand Mira. But Murdoch
MacDonald lived down there, it's about four miles from here. There's a fel? low has
that property now--he comes down in the summer from the States and puts a trailer
on it. (Roy MacLeod.) Yeah, that's the property.  Well, they were codfishing, and
they were what they called "makin' a drift." They weren't anchored--(I) often did fish
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